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Memory and Intermediality in Maggie Libby's Portraits of Colby Women*

Véronique Plesch, Colby College

Forthcoming in Media inter media: Intermediality in the Arts. Festschrift in Honor of Claus 
Clüver’s 75th Birthday. Ed. Stephanie Moore Glaser.

Maggie Libby graduated from Colby College in 1981. Since 1986 she has been leading, to borrow 

her own words, a “dual life,” as a practicing artist who also works in the college’s library (both as a 

visual resources curator and in Special Collections). A few years ago, while on her way to work in 

Special Collections, as she walked passed the so-called “Presidents’ Room” which walls are lined 

with a series of portraits—all male—she wondered, “Where are the women?” Certainly not here 

as these portraits commemorate past presidents, deans, and donors of the college—Colby is still 

awaiting its first female president… But elsewhere on campus as well, women are mostly absent: 

there are two dormitories named after women and the alumni building that was inaugurated in the 

fall of 2005 displays photographs that document life at Colby and include some female students. 

In an on-going series of paintings, drawings, and installations entitled “Where are the Women? 

Portraits of Colby Women, 1875-1904,” Libby seeks to make these absent women visible.

The project is not limited to presenting effigies; it is also about recapturing the stories of these 

women, and as all feminist art, it is also eminently personal. A native of Winthrop, Maine (b. 

1955), Libby came to Colby College after transferring from Tufts University. She cites James M. 

Carpenter as a singular influence in her becoming an artist. Carpenter, who taught art history 

at Colby, was also a practicing artist and Libby says that she was transfixed by the lectures of 

this soft-spoken yet erudite man who melded art historical information with formal aspects of 

composition and color (Libby, lecture) Another early influence was Gina Werfel who taught for 

a while at Colby and who was trained at the New York Studio School where Libby later studied 

herself. The semester spent at the Studio School in 1982 (until she ran out of money) is probably 

the single most determining factor in Libby’s formation. At the time, the faculty was mostly 

composed of second-generation abstract expressionists who emphasized mark-making, valuing 

process over finished product, and encouraged students “to take the courage to be destructive” 

(Libby, Lecture), not only adding, but also removing paint from the canvas. Philip Guston was a 
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hero of sorts: an abstract expressionist who had the courage to go back to figuration. In 1987, 

Libby attended the prestigious summer program of the Skowhegan School, where she studied 

with Agnes Martin, Charles Garabedian, Harriet Shorr, and Barbara Zucker. She also attended 

memorable lectures by Joseph Campbell and by Lucienne Bloch, a fresco artist who had worked 

with Diego Rivera. She says her summer at Skowhegan taught her “how to articulate reactions in 

a way that went beyond subject matter.” (Libby, Lecture)

As she developed as an artist, she became interested in the figure and in feminist subject matter, 

and yet, the lessons learned in New York continued to determine her essentially gestural and 

process-oriented approach to the pictorial surface. A first major series, which occupied her for 

over a decade (1991-2003) started with her pregnancy and continued with an exploration of the 

relationship between mother and daughter (and along with it a wonderful reflection on the roles of 

artist and model). But as her daughter Emma reached her teenage years, Libby felt she needed 

to establish boundaries and move into new territory. Her work in the college Special Collections, 

where the college archives are kept, provided the impetus for this new body of work. First, she 

was asked to prepare a history of Colby to be posted on the Maine Memory Network website 

sponsored by the Maine Historical Society. Then she helped students working on a project on 

social justice and activism at Colby who came to Special Collections to research early women 

and minority graduates. She learned a fact that even alumnae like her ignored: that Colby was 

at the forefront of women’s education and that, the college, which was founded in 1813, started 

accepting women in 1871—among the first coeducational schools in New England. But archival 

research also revealed what it meant for a nineteenth-century woman to study at Colby. And 

although these early alumnae were true pioneers, very little information about them remains. That 

silence further compelled Libby. 

New Faces on the Walls 

In 2004 Libby started working on a series of portraits of early Colby women students. In the fall of 

that year, she exhibited five pieces at the annual faculty show; by the end of the academic year, 

the series had doubled and ten portraits were displayed in the Presidents’ Room, replacing the 

male portraits that usually grace its walls. A year later, in the spring of 2006, a slightly different 

set of portraits was reinstalled in that space, and remained into the summer. These installations 

brought an additional dimension to the body of work as the forgotten women replaced—at least 

for a while—the men.  
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The first women to be portrayed were Mary Caffrey Low (fig. 1), who enrolled at Colby in 1871 

and who remained for two years the only female student, Louise Helen Coburn (fig. 2) and 

Elizabeth Gorham Hoag (fig. 3), who, along with Ida Mae Pierce and Frances Mann came to 

Colby in 1873, Emily Peace Meader (fig. 4), the only woman to graduate in 1878, Minnie Hartford 

Mathews (class of 1880, (fig. 5), Bertha Louise Soule (fig. 6), the only woman in the class of 

1885, Marion Osborne, the first black woman to graduate from Colby (in 1900), and Ruby Carver 

(Mary Low’s daughter, who graduated in 1904, fig. 7).

All these portraits were the result of extensive archival research. Old photographic albums 

provided basic information about the women’s features while college files helped flesh out their 

depiction. Although most of the portraits follow the large format of that of the male portraits they 

replaced for a while, they do not adopt their traditional medium of oil on canvas. All but one are 

executed on paper, a more informal support than canvas, and they are the product of complex, 

unexpected, and exploratory processes, which combine a variety of media (charcoal, ink, oil, 

acrylic, pastel, collage). The first portrait of Mary Low (fig. 1), for instance, was originally started 

as a pastel drawing, but Libby was not pleased with it (she found it too stiff). Rather than just 

destroying it, she used the drawing as the matrix for a monotype: sprayed with water, it was 

applied to a fresh sheet of paper. Libby liked the resulting impression for its fragmentary aspect, 

its softened medium, its blended colors, and its drips. Its overall effect also reminded her of a 

tarnished daguerreotype. 

Also in response to the formality of the very academic male depictions, Libby chose to make 

the women’s portraits look like drawings, considering it a more gestural and immediate medium. 

In a recent artist statement, Libby discusses her “interest in the processes of drawing and 

painting and [in] exploring where the two overlap” as well as her resulting desire to subvert the 

traditional sequence in which drawing precedes and thus is subordinate to painting (Libby, Artist’s 

Statement). As a result, she often draws over painted surfaces as in Ruby Carver’s portrait (fig. 

7)—the only portrait done in oil on canvas, but in which the features of the sitter were drawn in 

charcoal over a painted field. There are also instances in which the drawing does not consist in 

the application of pictorial matter but rather in its removal, as in Memorial to Lizzie (fig. 3) where 

lines are scratched, or the most extreme example, that of Bertha, erased, and “en face” with the 

men (Bertha Louise Soule, class of 1885) (fig. 6), in which the subject’s ghostly features hover 

over a group portrait of a woman and thirteen men. Ironically, Soule, the only female of her class, 
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was also “its last survivor until her death in 1956 at age 93” (Libby, Wall Copy).

In the case of Minnie Mathews (fig. 5) the portrait itself appears on a plane lower than that of the 

blue field that surrounds it. Libby scraped away a rectangular area in which she drew Minnie’s 

features (based on her graduation photograph). Around the portrait, in a large expanse of blue 

acrylic wash blended with pastel particles that remain suspended in it, are palette scrapings 

that sit above the surface of the paper. We learn from the wall copy that “[a]fter her husband’s 

death in 1921, [Minnie] lived with her three daughters and ran a children’s camp called Camp 

Kuhnawaumbek in Convene, Maine. Minnie died in 1952 at age 93.” Both physically and 

metaphorically the woman’s features are immersed in that aquatic field in which the pastel 

particles are literally floating and where the palette scrapings become fish, thus alluding to 

Maine’s wilderness. As Libby puts it, she wanted to represented Minnie “embedded in that nature 

and with her daughters and children” (Libby, 18 Dec. interview).

Because the photographs upon which she bases her depictions are flat, Libby strives to 

recreate in her mind a three-dimensional figure—in all the senses of the term, although not in 

a traditionally illusionistic manner. Her awareness of using two-dimensional sources and her 

attempt at recreating a third dimension (for instance when thinking about the space between 

the plane of the face and the tip of the nose) is echoed in her desire to reintroduce density and 

depth in their lives and in her resulting quest for a deeper understanding of who they were and, 

most importantly, of what they experienced. Thus the paintings rest on the inspiration provided 

by visual and written sources but also often physically incorporate bits of reality, and in so doing, 

express the processes that lead to their creation. On Louise Helen Coburn’s portrait (fig. 2), the 

long white stitches that decorated her garment on her photograph are replaced by strips cut from 

a dollar bill. The fragments of paper money act as a reminder of Coburn’s wealth, in fact, she 

was the first woman to serve on the college’s board of trustees and in her will she left money 

to both Colby and other educational institutions. The dried rose that Libby sewed on the lower 

section of the portrait of Elizabeth Gorham Hoag fig. 3), becomes an offering to the student who 

died of consumption at age nineteen and thus expounds on the title: Memorial to Lizzie. On Emily 

Peace Meader, class of 1878 (fig. 4), Libby could find very little information: her file in the college 

archives only contained a collection of musical scores. The portrait thus includes a photocopy of 

the cover of one of her published music. The printed matter is given almost equal importance as 

the subject’s face since the music is “really all we have left from her” (Libby, 18 Dec. interview). 
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And because so little was known about Meader, Libby made her features look “ghostly” and tried 

to have them “embedded in the paper.” Some of the image is actually scratched into the ground 

and then covered with a thin and translucent coat of oil paint. The painting is the result of the 

application of many layers of paint, although Libby explains that in the making she was “taking 

away almost as much as I was adding” and that she was scraping layers and scratching lines. 

(Libby, 18 Dec. interview)

At the Faculty show in 2005 two new portraits (Frances Mann and Ellen Statira Koopman) were 

exhibited, along with a video (figs. 8 and 9). Titled Group Portrait, the video is a work-in-progress, 

consisting animation done with drawings, interspersed with text. The opening sequence shows 

what looks like dust, earth, or ashes being blown off to reveal a photograph of five women that 

bears the caption “Sigma Kappa founders in 1874.” A close up of the photograph contains 

handwriting by Libby, with the names of the sitters—Mary Low, Lizzie Hoag, Louise Coburn, Ida 

Pierce, and Frances Mann. Then appears a title page: “Catalogue of Colby University. 1871-

2,” followed by a page with “ADMISSION OF WOMEN./ The courses of study are now open to 

young women, on the same term as to young men.” A text tells us that “Mary Low enters Colby 

University in 1872 as the only female student.” A series of drawings, based on a portrait of Mary 

Low standing by a wicker chair, follow. We first see the chair, then a balustrade is added behind 

it, a woman enters the frame from the left and moves towards the chair, and then vanishes. She 

progressively comes into focus (at this point the drawing corresponds to the photograph, fig. 9) 

and is erased again. In the next sequence Low is drawn in close-up, and closes her eyes while 

an arm appears above her head, the hand raised as if to stop someone. We then read “Before 

Louise Coburn is admitted to Colby, she is questioned from 9 am to 5 pm by Professor Foster.” 

A head of a bearded man, in profile, opens and closes his mouth. The last sequence to be filmed 

shows two women, one standing and the other seated and concludes as they hold hands. We 

see in the storyboard (fig. 8) that Low and Coburn were meant be joined by the three other 

founders so that the group corresponding to the photo would be assembled. Some frames later 

Elizabeth Hoag disappears—she died before graduating. According to the storyboard, we will 

then see “bodies widen, hair whitens, faces grow old.”

Libby says that her archival research gave her the sense that these women must have 

experienced a sense of confinement at Colby; making it even more remarkable that some of 

them did manage and succeed. Her video aims at capturing their experience, and in particular 
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the isolation and the social disapproval they suffered. In the accompanying wall copy, she 

identified the sitters, but also noted that only one in three women graduated from college in the 

nineteenth century, and that “this group is a good example. Elizabeth Hoag died of consumption 

(tuberculosis) at nineteen, and both Ida and Frances left Colby for various reasons. Only Mary 

Low and Louise Coburn . . . were to graduate.”

The last work exhibited to date, a multi-media installation titled Memorial Wall to Colby Women, 

1875-1900 (fig. 10) was shown at the 2006 fall faculty show. Libby built an eight feet-long wall 

with 148 bricks, which were inscribed with 133 names of Colby female students graduates 

from 1875 to 1900 (fig. 11). The earliest ones (1875 through 1888) are on the bottom (Mary 

Low, Louise Coburn, Hattie Britton, Minnie Mathews, Sophia Hanson). Above the wall runs 

a strip of text collaged from an original alumni catalogue from 1820-1920 (the fragments are 

chronologically arranged) and then a row of eight portraits made in silverpoint on square 

masonite panels that were gessoed in acrylic. The portraits of Alice Sawtelle, Helen Bragg, 

Orie Brown, Sophia Hanson, Mary Low, Emeline Fletcher, Mary Morrill, and Addie True are 

each identified by an inscription. At the top of the installation are two blank canvases that each 

receives a projection from a DVD. The tombstones of Mary Low (“Mary Low Carver Sigma Kappa 

Sorority Founder”) and Marion Osborne (“Marion T. Matheson 1879-1954”) are each shown in a 

loop, with the hands of current women students laying flowers. 

With this piece Libby wanted to ”engage the viewer with objects projecting off the surface of the 

wall into the viewer’s space but also being projected onto the museum’s wall” (Libby, 17 Nov. 

interview). She purposely introduced a change in scale between the names on the bricks and the 

smaller print on the strip that runs above the wall, in hopes to invite the viewer to move closer and 

therefore physically interact with her work. The installation is about the list of individual names, 

and their presence as names on bricks expresses “their status as building blocks for the school” 

(Libby, 17 Nov. interview). The projected images connect past and present as they show the 

tombs as they are today in Waterville’s Pine Grove Cemetery and receive offerings from the 

hands of five current students. The installation can thus be read from bottom to top, from the past 

to the present, with the projected images filmed shortly before the installation. The videos also 

introduce movement and duration over time, and, as they are projected on blank canvasses, offer 

a commentary on the static nature of painting. Another reflection on past and present and on the 

nature of art can be seen in Libby’s use of silverpoint, a medium popular in the fifteenth-century, 
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in which a surface is coated with a ground that oxidizes on the contact of a silver stylus. Libby 

was able to draw upon her extensive knowledge of historical materials: not only silverpoint has 

been used hardly ever since the sixteenth century and as such conveys a sense of the past, but 

it also produces drawings characterized by an ethereal subtlety. This is meaningful as well and is 

comparable to the evanescent quality of many of the portraits in the series (for instance, those of 

Mary Low, Elizabeth Gorham Hoag, Emily Peace Meader, and Bertha Louise Soule, figs. 1, 3, 4, 

and 6) and in the Group Portrait video.

History and Commemoration

With the tombstones upon which flowers are endlessly laid, the portraits, the names on the 

bricks, and its title, the 2006 installation more overtly than the previous works creates a site 

for commemoration. But after all, as Marita Sturken affirms in her article on the Vietnam War 

Memorial, “[p]ublic commemoration is a form of history-making” (118) and so this installation, just 

like earlier works, is grounded on archival research and contributes to re-writing the college’s 

history. 

But exactly what kind of commemoration do we have here? How exactly does the entire body of 

work, portraits, videos, and installations function? Both the 2006 installation and the 2004 portrait 

of Elizabeth Gorham Hoag are labeled memorials and to further our understanding it is worth 

considering the distinction between memorials and monuments. According to Arthur Danto, “[w]e 

erect monuments so that we shall always remember, and build memorials so that we shall never 

forget” (Danto 152, qtd in Sturken 120). Thus monuments tend to celebrate while memorials 

refer “to the life or lives sacrificed for a particular set of values” (Sturken 120). Here, given the 

stories of these early Colby women, the memorial aspect seems to prevail. Libby agrees that, 

although the series is about “women who had the courage to break barriers, . . . the question 

remains: were they able to be themselves?” And if some did succeed and were commemorated in 

monuments—a function fulfilled by the naming of buildings after Mary Low and Louise Coburn—

what about the others, those who did not graduate? As the figures quoted above show, for many 

the obstacles proved insurmountable. 

For Danto memorials are built “so that we shall never forget”; but these early Colby alumnae 

had been very much forgotten, and as a result Libby’s artwork does more than just preserving 

memories or even protecting them from oblivion. In rescuing these memories, it performs a 
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didactic function—a function that, according to Charles Griswold, is characteristic of memorials 

for they fulfill “a species of pedagogy [that] seeks to instruct posterity about the past and, in so 

doing, necessarily reaches a decision about what is worth recovering” (Griswold 689, qtd in 

Sturken 120). More than just instructing, such memorials also encourage the viewer to reflect 

upon the past. When Sturken affirms, “public commemoration is a form of history-making,” she 

hastens to add: “yet it can also be a contested form of remembrance.” (Sturken 118). At the core 

of Libby’s series is not just a desire to memorialize individuals but also to question how the past is 

preserved, calling attention to how these women have been kept absent from the college’s walls 

and histories. As the Vietnam Veterans Memorial refuses to bring closure as would a traditional 

war monument (Sturken 122), Libby’s work similarly begins a dialogue. 

The Need for Words

Memorials’ pedagogical dimension explains why, unlike monuments, they tend to incorporate 

more words and even emphasize the verbal aspect. And here as well, words are essential. They 

appear, as we’ve seen, in the works themselves, as in the case of the 2005 video and 2006 

installation, although it is in the titles and the wall copies that the verbal most prominently figures. 

I’ve had the occasion to quote excerpts from some of these labels, but it worth reproducing a 

couple of them in their entirety. The text that accompanies Memorial to Lizzie. Elizabeth Gorham 

Hoag. Member of the class of 1877, died June 15, 1875 (fig. 3), reads:

Elizabeth Gorham Hoag was one of the founding members of Sigma Kappa, a national 

sorority started by five Colby women, Mary Caffrey Low, Frances Mann Hall, Ida Mabel Fuller, 

Elizabeth Gorham Hoag, and Louise Helen Coburn, in 1874. Colby has no file on her, but the 

History of Sigma Kappa Sorority 1874-1924 compiled by Emma Elizabeth Kinne has several 

pictures of Lizzie and a short biography written by Louise Helen Coburn. Coburn talks of 

Lizzie’s love for music and art, and her humor and her melancholy eyes. Part of Lizzie’s final 

note to Louise in March of 1874 reads, “Adored Goody, I’ve gin out. I shan’t probably brighten 

our pleasant retirement with my radiant presence this week anyway. Please communicate with 

me as to the state of your feelings. Yours in the depths of despair, An Imp still.”  Lizzie died in 

June.

Here is a description of Lizzie by Frances Mann Hall, from page 20 of The History of Sigma 

Kappa Sorority, “She was a slender, dark-eyed girl, whose flashing smile kindled her sensitive 
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face into rare beauty, whose brilliant conversation, intellectual gifts and musical attainments 

made her a center of attraction in whatever company she might be. Her temperament was 

essentially artistic, and art in every form applied to her.”

And that for Ruby Carver (Mrs. R.D.H. Emerson) Class of 1904 (fig. 7):

Ruby Carver was the daughter of Mary Low Carver (1875) and Leonard Carver (1868) and 

graduated in 1904. She was a member of Sigma Kappa and served the organization in many 

ways, chiefly on the Scholarship Award Committee and as National Vice-President and 

President in the 1930s.  

While her mother was alive, Ruby preferred to let Mary Low take the spotlight. After her 

mother’s death, she became more vocal about carrying on her mother’s legacy. She hosted 

many Boston-area alumnae meetings, and wrote an open letter to Colby entitled, “Alumnus 

Suggestions, March 24, 1934.”  The main idea of the letter, written shortly after her mother’s 

birthday anniversary, is that the Alumnus should include more information on the lives 

of alumnae, especially the women. Her gentle words include the following, “Perhaps the 

suggestion (above) is already covered by the undergraduate magazine (issued by the women 

still, is it?) perhaps  also you would feel it an intrusion upon someone’s time-your own is very 

limited-or it might be that I wanted some controversial matter between alumnae and alumni. 

I do not mean that at all, it would be inspirational, literary, ethical, and have nothing to do 

with practical (so-called) side of life.  Miss Gilpatrick and I exchanged the idea that when 

Colby women are once understood and appreciated the college will have taken a great step 

forward, especially in these times when character and high virtue are so much needed and 

demanded…”

Both labels transmit information dug out from the archives—rescued from oblivion. They start 

with rather straight-forward data (of the type given in the titles): we learn that Lizzie was among 

the founders of Colby’s first sorority and that Ruby was the daughter of Mary Low and of another 

Colby graduate; we are also told about Ruby’s involvement in Colby activities. But we also 

become privy to the research process when we learn that there is no file for Lizzie (and thus 

are made aware of the silence) and that, as a result, the information had to be culled from other 

sources (The History of Sigma Kappa Sorority and from Coburn’s correspondence). In both labels 

the sitters’ voices are conjured up (along with that of fellow student and Sigma Kappa founder 
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Frances Mann’s in her description of Lizzie).

The verbal is thus more than just than a paratextual presentation apparatus, for it fully belongs to 

the artwork. By conveying specific data rescued from the depths of the college archives and from 

forgotten books, it contributes to the series’ pedagogical goal, while it also reveals the research 

process at the basis of the project. The references to documents preserved in the college 

archives thus act as a trace de l’intertexte. And while the text discloses the archival exploration, 

the visual work, with its accent on reused material, and on erasing and layering, is essentially 

“palimpsestic.” Claude Gandelman has remarked how creating with “palimpsestic” methods is 

a simulacrum (32) and Libby’s pictorial modus operandi indeed alludes to the past from which 

memories are retrieved. Although the layering of materials hints at the archaeology of the archival 

quest that brings memories back to light, this layering is also one that obscures, hides, and 

buries: the discontinuity of the not-so-seamless combination of materials conveys the difficulty in 

accessing the lives of these early Colby alumnae. 

But there is also the destructive erasing that takes place—a violence done to the medium that 

acts as a frank reflection of these women’s experience within a male-dominated institution. 

Erasing thus becomes a metaphor for the silencing that often resulted from the women’s marginal 

situation. In the wall copy for Mary Low’s portrait (fig. 1), we read:  “Mary Low graduated first in 

her class and was a member of Phi Beta Kappa. She was not allowed to give the valedictory 

address as first in her class, but instead delivered the Class Prophecy in Latin. It was a hot 

muggy day, and she was required to dress in a high-collared, black taffeta dress with long 

sleeves which covered her wrists.” The same Mary Low, along Louise Coburn, would make her 

voice be heard when she protested against the decision by president Albion Small to divide 

the college into men and women divisions. A letter to the board of trustees, signed by nineteen 

women graduates, declared: “The issue is not whether men and women can recite together, 

whether men and women shall study this or that. It is simply the issue whether the men are willing 

to take the risk of having women surpass them in scholarship.

Maggie Libby’s Peinture féminine

Layering and erasing produce a work characterized by its non finito, a sense that it is still in the 

process of being created. This too is comparable to the retrieving of memories, to the writing of 

history, a process that is never—and cannot ever be—completed. The piling of marks and the 
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erasing thus conveys the impossibility to thoroughly access the past and to fully embody these 

women. It also comments upon the destructive nature of time, and stresses how, these long-dead 

alumnae have been further buried and obliterated by the lack of institutional recognition. One may 

even say that Libby’s project is grounded as much in archival materials as it is in the silence, in 

the gaps. Its aim is thus to give shape, to literally re-member these women. And Libby’s art, with 

its emphasis on mark-making, constantly manifests the artist’s agency in this pursuit of the past. 

For Alfred Schutz and Thomas Luckmann “[m]arks are the result of acts established by the one 

acting in order to hold onto a definite element of knowledge and to remind one of this” (274). 

Mark-making is a record of activity—one only need think of Jackson Pollock’s action painting—

and in Libby’s case the series involve many other actions besides the traditional ones of drawing 

and painting, all actions at the service of her message. There is, for instance, the appropriation 

of space in the Presidents’ Room installation, an act that forced the viewer to acknowledge 

the women but also to reflect on the lack of attention they have received thus far. The most 

recent installation, although set in a traditional space for art, also involved acts beyond the mere 

pictorial. There was the construction of the wall, the placing of the names on the bricks, and the 

filming of the current students who were enlisted to place flowers on the tombstones—a gesture 

that encapsulates the commemorative nature of the entire project.

Libby sees in the bricks the joining of the visual and the verbal (Libby, 17 Nov. interview)—a 

feature central throughout her project. The visual dimension, because on its emphasis on its 

expressive qualities, can be seen as a personal and emotional response to the depicted subjects’ 

stories, and, given the phallocentric nature of language, a response to the verbal—and therefore 

masculine—archival discourse. What Mary Kelly (b. 1941) wrote about her own work can be 

applied to Libby’s: “Such work is scripto-visual precisely because feminine discourse is trying to 

articulate the unsaid, the ‘feminine,’ the negative signification, in language which is coincident 

with the patriarchy; for this reason the work is always in danger to be subsumed by it, but insofar 

as the feminine is said, or articulated in language, it is profoundly subversive” (qtd in Chadwick 

355). And yet, the intermingling of words with images speaks to the constant negotiation that was 

required of these early alumnae. 

Also central to the series is the joining of the historical with the personal, and of the past with the 

present, as Libby, a Colby alumna, pays tribute to her forbearers, to women who made it possible 
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for her to come to Colby. Something is also said about Libby’s identification with these women: 

the marginal situation of poorer Maine students is still a reality at Colby College today as it was 

in her time twenty-five years ago. There is an individual dimension to history-writing, a liberating 

one, since becoming “part of impersonal history allows one a critical degree of detachment” and 

that, from this new perspective, “one can transcend the biographical limitations of one’s private 

life” (Blasi 176). This dimension is very much at the core of Libby’s pictorial choices. What Mireille 

W. Descombes says of her own work illuminates Libby’s project “Palimpsest is for me a space, a 

locus, where time becomes blurred then disappears in order to be substituted by another sort of 

time—instantaneous time in which is a trace, a written trace of the instant of creation, a memory 

of the enunciative ‘I’” (qtd in Gandelman 33). 

Thus past and present meet as do self and other, and of course, verbal and visual. The refusal to 

choose one over the other reminds me of what Hélène Cixous saw as a foundation for an écriture 

féminine. At the beginning of “Sorties,” she spoke of the set of binary oppositions that structure 

the phallocentric symbolic order (Cixous, “Sorties” 64), such as activity/passivity, culture/nature, 

day/night, in which the first is always privileged over the second, and how these pairs go back to 

the fundamental one of man/woman. In The Laugh of the Medusa she declared: “[w]omen . . . 

must invent the impregnable language that will wreck all partitions, classes, and rhetorics, 

regulations and codes” (Cixous, “The Laugh” 886). 

Because 

woman has always functioned ‘within’ the discourse of man, a signifier that has always 

referred back to the opposite signifier which annihilates its specific energy and diminishes 

or stifles its very different sounds, it is time for her to dislocate this ‘within,’ to explode it, turn 

it around, and seize it; to make it hers, containing it, taking it in her own mouth, biting that 

tongue with her very own teeth to invent for herself a language to get inside of.

Écriture féminine then is multiple, fluid, heterogeneous, ever changing—very much like Libby’s 

non finito and mixing of media. And as we’ve seen, Libby’s artistic practice is very much aimed 

at subverting the hierarchy of drawing and painting—another binary opposition. Abstraction and 

figuration is another dichotomy that Libby “punctures” (Cixous, “The Laugh” 887) in order to 

explore its in-between. She states, “I am . . . interested in the balance between abstract surfaces, 

materials, textures, and representation. The rupture between the two ways of activating a surface 
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also echoes the ruptures in historical records and accounts which have left out much about 

women’s history at Colby and their participation in the social and intellectual evolution at the 

college” (Libby, Artist Statement).

For Jacques Derrida the relationship between the secondary and primary terms of a binary 

opposition was one of “supplement”—an ambiguous concept as it means both addition and 

substitute. As such, it is indispensable but dangerous. One may think back about what it meant 

for a nineteenth-century male college to accept women—weren’t they indeed a “dangerous 

supplement”? Wasn’t it precisely what Mary Low and her co-signers of the letter to President 

Small meant when they wrote that the real issue at stake in coeducation was whether “men are 

willing to take the risk of having women surpass them in scholarship.”

Appendix: List of Maggie Libby’s works in the series Where are the Women? Portraits of Colby 

Women, 1875-1904

Mary Caffrey Low, Colby class of 1875 (Mrs. Leonard Carver). 2004. Pastel monoprint on paper. 

44 x 30”.

Louise Coburn, Colby Class of 1877. 2004. Mixed media (charcoal, pastel, cut dollar bills) on 

paper. 44 x 30”.

Memorial to Lizzie (Elizabeth Gorham Hoag, member of the Class of 1877). Died June 17, 1875. 

2004. Mixed media (Charcoal, conté, sepia ink wash, acrylic, sewn rose) on paper. 44 x 30”.

Marion Thompson Osborne, Colby Class of 1900 (Mrs. Duncan Matheson). 2004-5. Mixed media 

(charcoal, monoprinted oil paint) on paper. 44 x 30”.

Minnie Hartford Mathews, Colby Class of 1880 (Mrs. William G. Mann). 2004. Mixed media 

(graphite, pastel, acrylic wash, collaged oil paint) on paper. 30 x 22.5 “

Bertha, erased, and “en face” with the men. (Bertha Louise Soule, class of 1885). 2005. Mixed 

media (charcoal, erased, graphite with sepia wash, heightened with white pastel) on paper. 44 x 

30.”
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Ruby Carver, Colby Class of 1904 (Mrs. R.D.H. Emerson, Mary Low’s daughter). 2004. Oil, 

charcoal on canvas. 48 x 48”.

Emily Peace Meader, Colby Class of 1878 (composer of Sigma Kappa Ode). 2005. Mixed media 

(acrylic, oil, collage) on paper. 30 x 22.5”.

Marion and her Family (Marion Osborne). 2004-5. Mixed media (graphite, sepia ink, charcoal, 

gesso, acrylic, collage) on paper. 44 x 30”.

Bertha Louise Soule, Colby Class of 1885. 2004. Mixed media (acrylic, pastel with wax and 

solvent medium, oil) on paper. 30 x 22.5”.

Frances with a Sense of Humor (Frances Mann, member of the class of 1877). 2005. Mixed 

media (charcoal, acrylic, collage) on paper. 30 x 22.5”.

Ellen Statira Koopman, Member of the Class of 1878. 2005. Mixed media (acrylic, collage, linen 

tape) on paper. 44 x 30”.

Study for Young Mary Low. 2005. Mixed media (charcoal, sepia ink, wash) on gessoed paper. 30 

x 22.5”.

Film Still of Mary Low Asleep, Erased Talking Head Above. 2005. Charcoal, heightened with 

white pastel on paper. 47.5 x 30”.

Storyboard for unfinished hand-drawn video, Group Portrait (the first five women of Colby: Mary 

Low, Elizabeth Gorham Hoag, Louise Coburn, Frances Mann, Ida Mae Pierce.) 2005. Mixed 

media (graphite, sepia ink, collage, sharpie marker) on paper. 30 x 22.5”.

Mary Low with Pink Slash. 2005. Oil, charcoal, pastel on canvas. 48 x 48”.

Study for Group Portrait. 2005. Mixed media (conté, charcoal, sharpie, wash) on paper. 44 x 30”.

Group Portrait, unfinished video. 3 minutes, 2005.

Memorial Wall to Colby Women, 1875-1900. 2006. Acrylic and collage on paper (10’3” x 51”); two 

DVD’s projected onto two 18 x 24” canvases, 148 bricks with collaged vinyl names, eight 7 x 6” 

silverpoint drawings and lettering on gessoed panels.
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1. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Mary Caffrey Low, Colby class of 1875 (Mrs. Leonard Carver). 2004. 

Pastel monoprint on paper. 44 x 30”.

2. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Louise Coburn, Colby Class of 1877. 2004. Mixed media (charcoal, 

pastel, cut dollar bills) on paper. 44 x 30”.

3. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Memorial to Lizzie (Elizabeth Gorham Hoag, member of the Class of 

1877). Died June 17, 1875. 2004. Mixed media (Charcoal, conté, sepia ink wash, acrylic, sewn 

rose) on paper. 44 x 30”.

4. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Emily Peace Meader, Colby Class of 1878 (composer of Sigma Kappa 

Ode). 2005. Mixed media (acrylic, oil, collage) on paper. 30 x 22.5”.

5. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Minnie Hartford Mathews, Colby Class of 1880 (Mrs. William G. 

Mann). 2004. Mixed media (graphite, pastel, acrylic wash, collaged oil paint) on paper. 30 x 22.5“.

6. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Bertha, erased, and “en face” with the men. (Bertha Louise Soule, 

class of 1885). 2005. Mixed media (charcoal, erased, graphite with sepia wash, heightened with 

white pastel) on paper. 44 x 30.”

7. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Ruby Carver, Colby Class of 1904 (Mrs. R.D.H. Emerson, Mary Low’s 

daughter). 2004. Oil, charcoal on canvas. 48 x 48”.

8. Storyboard for unfinished hand-drawn video, Group Portrait (the first five women of Colby: 

Mary Low, Elizabeth Gorham Hoag, Louise Coburn, Frances Mann, Ida Mae Pierce.) 2005. Mixed 

media (graphite, sepia ink, collage, sharpie marker) on paper. 30 x 22.5”.

9. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Film still (Young Mary Low). 2005. Charcoal on paper. 

10. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Memorial Wall to Colby Women, 1875-1900. 2006. Acrylic and 

collage on paper (10’3” x 51”); two DVD’s projected onto two 18 x 24” canvases, 148 bricks 

with collaged vinyl names, eight 7 x 6” silverpoint drawings and lettering on gessoed panels. 

Installation 10 November – 31 December 2006.

11. Maggie Libby (b. 1955), Memorial Wall to Colby Women, 1875-1900. 2006. Detail.


